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THE BOOK IN 19 WORDS: A CANCER PATIENT DISCOVERS THAT GARDENING IS Great MEDICINE –
AND FINDS A POWERFUL Recovery PARTNER IN HER OWN BACKYARD.” With gentle empathy, beautiful
photos and easy how-to measures, she shows others how to create their own backyard haven for healing –
a personal restorative backyard – with a bonus of well-grounded assistance about diet, exercise, mental
concentrate and spiritual renewal. Her long road through cancer treatment was hard, emotional and
frequently deeply depressing. Peterson credits her garden with clearing her mental fog and overcoming her
major depression, physical limitations and discomfort. The thing that pulled her from the darkness was her
desire to be able to garden again. The Cancer Survivor’s Backyard Companion explores the therapeutic
benefits of this vital “earth connection. Jenny Peterson is normally a breast cancers survivor.
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Useful, wonderful and well crafted. Her first hand encounter with both gardening and cancer tumor make
this a very relatable book. Inspiring stories and gorgeous photos. Or actually recovery after cancer? Then
you need this book. It's filled with good sense reminders, new suggestions, and new methods to view your
backyard and plants generally in your recovery. Jenny Peterson includes a very easy-to-read design of
composing, and her down-to-earth personality gives you real tips, not just fanciful suggestions. Loved this
book Although several of my friends have survived cancer, I truthfully didn't realize precisely how
overwhelming the experience can be until my best friend was identified as having breast cancer. A great
gift for someone you love that requires a hug. The pictures are gorgeous and the stories of others are
actual and honest! #gardeningforcancer I follow many folks on different social press sites to learn on the
subject of their journeys of malignancy healing and thriving in order that we are able to pass that
information onto our supporters. We find this publication a very straight forward, easy to follow guidebook
for treating your brain, body and spirit in a healthy, gentle manner while going through the tumor healing
trip and beyond. Don't limit yourself to just this publication, but this one is quite specific to gardening as
part of the recovery process. I love growing and we encourage our clients to grow what they could grow.
I am so happy that I bought the inspirational and encouraging book! This uplifting reserve helped me focus
on my garden as therapy and not as some tasks I possibly could not full fast or sufficiently. Andrew Klutz,

Founder, President and Juicer-in-Chief at The Mama Edna Project The Cancer Survivors Guidelines
companion I purchased this publication months ago and never grow sick and tired of rereading it! Jen gives
great advice about the healing contact if gardening. A lovely, healing book One of the best gardening
books.We developed a love of gardening while helping my mother in her beautiful .which I Like and did
before my cancer but was scared after treatment and surgeries to do. The focus can be on simple,
rewarding garden tasks intended for restoring the mind, body and spirit..she encouraged me through her
publication to come back to the backyard!. I recommend this book ! A wonderful present, to yourself or
even to a friend that might need a increase. This book encourages the slow approach to how to get it
carried out when cancer strikes. The photos are of actual people, working with their diagnosis and working
in their gardens for peace and tranquility. I noticed first-hand how exhausting and debilitating the trip
towards wellness is. Like this book.. This is an honest book written from an extremely personal perspective,
and the author’s decision to talk about her own tale as a cancers survivor creates a strong and meaningful
connection. A few years ago my spinal disability appeared to end my gardening hobby. The joy it brings me to
touch the dirt and see the beauty of my herd function and Gods kiss!.... One of the reasons why I bought
this publication is that I developed a love of gardening while helping my mom in her beautiful backyard. A
malignancy survivor herself, I instinctively felt her relax and renew her spirit in her backyard, and I've
carried this essential lesson into adulthood. My backyard is usually my refuge and where I feel most
healthful and alive--and linked to my mother.Jenny's reserve reminds us that people don't need to be ideal
(neither do our gardens), but we do need to look after our brain, body and spirit--especially when we are
stressed from a significant illness that impacts all of us. Occasionally we need to YOU NEED TO BE! This
book will a dear friend who is presently undergoing treatment for tumor. I hope the stunning photos and
creative ideas will keep her company during treatment and encourage her to use most of nature's best
resources to heal. Food for the Soul I received my copy of The Cancers Survivor's Garden Companion
today and read it cover to cover in a single sitting with tears streaming straight down my cheeks the
complete time. This book has motivated me to be my greatest self. I recommend it! The ideas for achieving
and keeping psychological and spiritual good wellness throughout illness and beyond are useful and doable.

Walk barefoot in the grass, and other ways to deal with cancers. How do she do this?This book fed my
soul!Bon Urge for food! I simply read a reserve about navigating lifestyle with Malignancy and came from it
feeling refreshed, motivated and empowered. An inspirational reserve for anyone who has already
established a rough ride, but especially for those who are taking this trip. Jenny shares her personal story



and shows others the best way to deal with the diagnosis, the treatment, and the recovery, of the mind,
body, and spirit. I just love this book. This book makes me feel better, more relaxed and resilient about life
This book makes me feel better, more relaxed and resilient about life. I've go through it cover to cover and
I go back to some of my favorite tales that inspire me. I'm grateful that I'm healthful, free of any health
problems... but if you are coping with illness, this book is a true gift.. The photos and stories of the author
and other survivors are as compelling as they are inspirational. I QUICKLY read Jenny Peterson's book,
The Cancer Survivor's Garden Companion. Inspiration and healing. Beautiful book. Are you or somebody you
know and love going right through cancer? The Tumor Survivor’s Backyard Companion recognizes how
gardening can help cancer-survivors cope, both during treatment and after. Five Stars As a cancer survivor
myself, I found peace in gardening also. A Lovely Book. Love this book. Beautiful photos and words. I would
recommend this lovely reserve to anyone who's seeking peace and healing. But specifically for them. I enjoy
design healing gardens which book requires all . Jenny Peterson produced a wonderfully moving book about
finding curing, peace and pleasure in the garden. Having been a malignancy survivor twice, I love to design
healing gardens and this book takes all areas of healing into consideration... . Five Stars As a cancers
survivor I really enjoyed this book. Thanks Jenny for putting this reserve out there! This book is for
everyone not only cancer survivors. Inspiration Beautiful book for anyone facing Cancer. Many thanks

Jenny Peterson for your motivation.
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